An energy approach based on consistent QED theory is outlined which presents the energy of any decaying atomic state in complex form with the imaginary part responsible for different types of decays.
I. INTRODUCTION
The x-ray laser problem has stimulated the development of theoretical methods for the modeling of rnulticharged ion emission lines in plasmas. The purpose of the present investigation is to study spectra line intensities in plasmas using a uniform advanced approach for the calculation of elementary process rate coefficients.
The current trend is to study high-Z elements. The hope is to find lasing effects on the transitions of Ne-like or Ni-like ions. However, low-temperature plasma sources are more efficient and less expensive devices. They show promise for producing lasing in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) and soft x-ray region. Preliminary investigations of capillary spark discharge were made [1 -4] which show the possibility of their use as plasma sources for the generation of a soft-x-ray or extreme ultraviolet amplified spontaneous emission (ASE). Recent experimental investigations [5 -7] have shown that a capillary discharge is a highly efficient plasma source that promises to meet the conditions for lasing at definite transitions of multicharged ions. One approach is based on using a capillary discharge plasma which can be laser heated to temperatures of about 250 eV. This was shown by x-ray diagnostics [8, 9] . ln [8, 9] it is shown that the plasma might be extremely uniform along the axis and that the electron density can be varied by changing the electrical energy supplied to the capillary.
Our atomic calculations [10, 11] have identified several potential laser lines in a collisionally pumped neonlike or nickel-like plasma, and magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) modeling [12] has shown that a capillary discharge device should be capable of producing the appropriate plasma conditions to achieve a population inversion in some of these lines. An experiment is being constructed to evalu-*Permanent address:
Institute of Spectroscopy, Russian Academy of Sciences, Troitsk Moscow Region, 142092 Russia. ate the accuracy of the MHD model and investigate the possibility of observing an inversion in a neonlike argon or a nickel-like krypton plasma. It is necessary to search for the optimal plasma parameters to give efficient operation of capillary discharge device as a laser.
Two key problems must be solved in order to develop a code adequate to predict the plasma parameters needed to generate ASE: (1) accurate calculations of rate coefficients for elementary processes in the plasma that are responsible for the formation of emission lines; (2) kinetics calculations at definite plasma parameters to determine level populations, inversions, line intensities, and gain coefficients. The consideration of time evolution of emission lines together with the evolution of plasma parameters is of significant importance.
Under steady-state plasma conditions, two dominating elementary processes should be included: (a) electroncollisional excitation and deexcitation; (b) radiative relaxation of excited states. More sophisticated kinetics analysis demands the inclusion of the variety of other elementary processes, as well as the effects of their interference. We consider the inclusion of the high-lying Rydberg and autoionization Rydberg states of the ions of the previous ionization stage into kinetic scheme, to be one of the most important refinements of the "simplest" model.
The most elaborate codes for atomic calculations are based on different kinds of approximations to the multiconfiguration Dirac-Pock procedure developed in [13] . A brief review of these codes is given in [14] , where the comparison of oscillator strengths of Ne-like ions resonance 2-3 transitions is given for six versions. The comparison shows that oscillator strengths differ sometimes by factors of 3 -4 . The disagreements in these very similar techniques are attributed to the different treatments of electron correlation. There is also no complete agreement between theories for 3-3 and 2-2 transitions [15, 16] .
These uncertainties in the ground spectroscopic data can in principle lead to a misleading picture of the plasma spectrum generated due to complicated multichannel atomic processes. In the second order of the QED PT (or for the first order of the atomic PT) the energy shift is expressed in terms of two-electron matrix elements: [22, 23] .
It is worthwhile to emphasize that all electrons of the system (including the electrons of closed shells) are presented explicitly in the PT though the lowest orders include only eigenstates of quasiparticles. In our calculations the highest-order corrections are usually accounted for through the modification of the bare potential and the interaction of quasiparticles with each other, thus preserving the analytic form of the lowest-order corrections [24] . All the modifications approximate the contributions of th definite high-order Feynman diagrams (FD).
III. ENERGY APPROACH IN
SCATTERING THEORY %'hen studying the electron-positron pair production in nuclear collisions [25] To justify the EA in the scattering problem, we suppose that the system "atom plus electron" was placed at the time t~-~in a potential box of large but finite size. All the states (4) and (6) of a confined system are stationary, their eigenenergies are quantized. The box ImhE =~G(E;"E, . "E;", E") .
Here, 6 is a definite squared combination of the twoelectron matrix elements (3) . The value o. = -2 ImhE (9) represents the collisional cross section if the incident electron eigenfunction is normalized by the unit How condition, and the scattered electron eigenfunction is normalized by the energy 6 function. The next step, mixing of the near-degenerated atomic states, accounts for the highest-order corrections of a specific type. To obtain the complex eigenenergies in the frame of the rigorous theory of the near-degenerate stationary states [26] one must diagonalize the complex secular matrix (I'~M~I) calculated between the states (4).
In the lowest order, the secular matrix coincides with the usual energy matrix. It should be emphasized that in the lowest order of the consistent PT one must take the same c. ;" for all the states to be mixed and zero-order scattering energy c"=c, , +c. ;, -c. ;". Refinement of c"using the "more accurate" transition energies effectively accounts for the highest-order corrections. At least part of these corrections will be accounted for the second time while mixing the near-degenerated states. Accounting for the same effects twice is a common shortcoming of the eclectic calculations.
The For the state (4) the scattering part of ImhE appears first in the second order of atomic PT in the form of the integral over the scattered electron energy c": f de"G(E;"E;"e;", e")/(E"E;"--c, ;, E;"-iO-), The dotted lines cut off the "bra" and "ket" fragments. (17) with the amplitudelike combination depending on the auxiliary moment I. In the amplitude approach, every amplitude depends on its own auxiliary moment. Thus the cross-section expression in that approach include two independent auxiliary summations I 30] . The amplitudelike combination consists of the electron and vacancy parts:
Substituting the two-term expression (18) into (17), one gets four combinations that can be related to the purely electron, to the purely vacancy, and electron-vacancy diagrams of Fig. 2 . The electron and vacancy parts of the amplitudelike combinations can be represented in turn as a sum of the direct and exchange parts.
The electron contribution is
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Ji. e (19) In the direct part, auxiliary moment I coincides with the total rank of the interaction a. Jiu Jie (20) VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The above theory is applied here to investigate electron-collisional cross sections and rate coefficients for I ¹-like ions excitations. Radiative recombination rates for these ions have been investigated in [15, 23] [24] . The first-order PT correction is calculated exactly, the highorder contributions are taken into account effectively:
"polarization" interaction of two above-core quasiparti- Table IV .
The corresponding results for rate coefBcients are given in Table V . As far as we know there is only scarce information on electron-collision excitations of ¹ like argon. [38] .
At this stage of our calculations the conclusion can be drawn that remarkable population of 2p 3p levels can be obtained at electron temperatures of 250 -300 eV for iron and 40 -50 eV for argon. Note that at 40 -50 eV the abundance of Ne-like argon in a plasma is significant. Thus we believe that the results of the present theoretical investigation encourage once more the search for efticient laser schemes using 3p-3s transitions of Ne-like argon.
The comprehensive theoretical analysis of plasma spectra at diFerent values of electron density and temperature also needs the special consideration of additional reaction channels. The results of such work will be presented in a future paper where the level populations and line intensities will be analyzed with their dependence on plasma parameters. Here, K is the angular Dirac quantum number, U is the bare potential, and E is the eigenenergy (positive for the free-electron state). The main r dependence of f and g at r~0 has been factored out [22] , so that as r~0, f -const, g-r for tc(0, and f -r, g~const for tc) 0.
To obtain the properly normalized cross section one must (i) perform all the calculations with the arbitrary normalized f;",g;", and f",g"; (ii) Radial components "f" (large) and "g" (small) 
